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Growth and Inflation
It is ReDefine’s intention to provide our clients and business partners with a differentiated suite of services and
products. One of these will be a monthly note from our Capital Management division which will encapsulate in a
succinct manner how our team is looking at the world and the practical implications of that approach primarily
through the implementation of investment decisions within the ReDefine Macro fund. It will not be the anodyne
retrospective of the past that so often lands in our mailboxes from bulk providers of investment management
services.
However, as this is the inaugural report and it is still near the beginning of the calendar year, this report will be a
little longer than the format we envisage in the future. In it, we will set the scene for an investment climate which
we anticipate will be a whole lot more challenging than the low volatility, buy and hold balanced portfolio outcomes
of 2017.

Introduction
At ReDefine our investment process consists of three main components. Firstly, we undertake a thorough analysis
of the fundamental macro backdrop. We look at where our research differs substantially from consensus growth
and inflation prognoses, region by region. We also look at distributions of risk around those expectations which
might lead to a positive or negative surprise. Secondly, we look at flow of funds and technical analysis which
combine to provide the basis for attractive reward versus risk investment opportunities. Lastly, we look at the
liquidity characteristics of markets or subsets of markets in order to calibrate whether a defensive or offensive
approach to risk is appropriate. Unexpected changes in liquidity characteristics can often turbo charge profits or
losses and needs to be considered carefully.

Macro
As we entered 2018 we found a US economy running at an underlying trend growth rate of 2.5-2.75%, characterised
best as benign (but late-cycle) real growth. There are a few areas of concern but nothing immediately earthshattering.
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The cycle has been a long, slow cycle. The excess capacity in the economy left over from the GFC downturn has
taken time to work off. This excess capacity, referred to as the Output Gap, has now closed.
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A key component of this is slack is the Labour Market. We now find ourselves at close to most measures of full
employment, a level where wage bargaining power is finally able to reassert itself. This is the Philipp’s curve debate
we hear so much about.

We look at various models for inflation, including a number of our own proprietary ones, which are now pointing
to Average Hourly Earnings’ growth of 3%+. We are also a fan of the N.Y. Federal Reserve’s newly developed
Underlying Inflation Gauge (UIG) which you will see us referring to again in the future. This is clearly pointing higher.

The final component to consider is that Trump Tax reforms, if delivered with increased fiscal spending of up to 1.5%
of GDP (including measures on social spending to placate Democratic opposition), will provide an entirely
unnecessary pro-cyclical fiscal boost to an already tight economy.
Even without adding these additional stimuli, if you add 2.5% real GDP to 3% inflation you get 5.5% Nominal GDP
growth.
Conclusion No1. US bonds below 3% are yielding too little, fundamentally speaking.
As we said, there are two further parts to our analysis which are required before acting on the fundamental
conclusion. What do they tell us?
2017 was a bumper year for central bank money printing. In fact, the combination of ECB negative interest rate
policy (NIRP) and Quantitative Easing (QE) and BoJ NIRP and their version of QE and yield curve control (YCC), has
totally distorted the economic signalling capacity of global fixed income markets. Over USD 2 trillion of priceinsensitive public sector, policy driven investment in fixed income distorted the price of bonds whilst displacing
erstwhile holders of sovereign risk-free debt instruments further out the risk curve into longer duration, credit,
equity and emerging markets. Indeed, as a consequence of all the above, financial conditions in the US eased in
2017 despite modest interest rate hikes from the Federal Reserve and more importantly reached multi-decade
extremes.
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The prognosis for Liquidity in 2018 is quite different. Whilst it will take until at least the end of the year for the flow
to turn negative, its meteoric decline through Q2 and Q3 is now very much on our radar. This is a long subject, but
the chart below gives a flavour of the rate of change.
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The Macro Fund sold Eurodollar December 2018 futures contracts at 98.05 and US 10-year notes in late September
at 2.3%. We added to the 10 year note short position at 2.43% in October and added a further clip to take the book
maximum short fixed income in January 2018 at 2.65%. Just before the end of January we closed the Eurodollar
position entirely. The US 10year position is approaching its first target levels at the time of writing and is to some
extent vulnerable to poor equity price action. A trailing stop is in place.
Conclusion No2. There is a yield level in bonds that equities won’t like.
Equities have enjoyed one of the longest, least volatile bull moves ever recorded, leaving statisticians having a field
day of broken records. It has contributed to a growing sense of euphoria. Flows into US (and indeed Global) Equities
in January 2018 were nothing short of astounding. We have had severe reservations about equity valuations for
some time, but our approach always respects price action. None of our proprietary signals suggested we should
turn bearish so we remained cautiously long equities using the Spyglass methodology.
However, weaker bonds are a precursor to higher volatility and we are now concerned that we are at the beginning
of a deleveraging cycle. A cycle which will create a self-feeding increase in volatility and it is this volatility which we
envisage will provide exceptional opportunity to the macro investor. It is also a clear warning to long only portfolios
to consider capital preservation strategies.
Conclusion No3. Buy downside protection. 5% Out of the Money SPX Puts.
Will Diversification abroad solve the problem?
Europe is growing strongly. Way stronger than the ECB forecasts of 2.2% real GDP growth. In fact, our models point
above 3%.
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The stimulatory effect of lower oil prices (remember Oil in Euros is nothing like as strong as Oil in USDs and Europe
is a price taker in energy), leaves our inflation expectations for Europe close to 2% versus an ECB forecast of 1.2%.
Using the same methodology as in the US, this gives us Nominal GDP of 3.4% if you believe the ECB and 5% if you
believe our projections. Even 3.4% would struggle to justify German Bund yields that were trading below 0.5% at
the beginning of January.
Conclusion No4. European bonds are also mispriced.
The macro fund is short Bund and BTPs (Italian Government Bonds) but as our targets are big, the position is
calibrated accordingly.
German yields have been rising…

Italian yields are coiled but have not yet broken higher…

Conclusion No5. From a technical perspective the better expression of this expectation in Europe is a short position
in Equities which are particularly sensitive to higher yield expectations and are heavily over-owned by foreign
investors looking for the European growth dividend. Here, our flow of funds and technical analysis marry to
generate a very attractive risk/reward opportunity and we have shorted Euro Stoxx and Dax as the charts below
illustrate.

Weaker prices and more volatility ahead.

General Implications:
Our synthesis of big thematic developments including monetary and fiscal policy developments, growth, inflation
and our insights on geo-politics from our extensive network of economic and policy contacts leads us inexorably
towards the conclusion that 2018 will be a year of heightened volatility. This is not the same as everything being

bad. But it has material implications for investment strategies based on correlation and volatility assumptions which
are fragile. As a representative of that approach we have been careful observers of the dynamics of Risk Parity.
Again, this is a substantial topic in its own right, but we can simplify it into four chart based observations for these
purposes. Firstly, negative correlation has allowed bonds to protect equities in periods of downturns since the
Greenspan “Put” was first applied in 1998’s LTCM / Russia crisis.
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Since then Risk Parity has done exceptionally well but interim periods of positive correlation have been more
difficult.

Negative correlation is abnormal in the longer term.

Leverage in the strategy is high right now and is particularly sensitive to fixed income volatility as that is where the
leverage lies.
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At ReDefine, we treat investment opportunities objectively. Risk Parity has been terrific and will no doubt be so
again at some stage. In 2018, the strategy is perilous and allocations using more proactive approaches will be
necessary to provide capital preservation and positive expected return.
Conclusion:
Flows into risk assets in January have been extreme. They are suggestive of a capitulation “Fear of Missing Out”
(FOMO) stretch for risk. This is justified by a backward-looking, performance-chasing misinterpretation of the likely
distribution of returns for equities. It is based on optimism about nominal GDP growth. In fact, it is exactly this
strength of data which provides the downside risk associated with higher interest rates (higher debt service costs),
higher wages (margin compression) and greater economic and market volatility (risk of deleveraging).
To illustrate the FOMO point, we track an Ammo Index which measures the ability of leveraged players to absorb a
volatility shock, before they are forced to liquidate their underlying portfolios. It recently moved through the lows
of 2000. This is a very unhealthy sign especially when retail investors also hold their highest allocation to equities
of recent times.
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This is a time to take money out of equity and bond markets to preserve capital and look for the inevitable
opportunity that market volatility provides.

The information presented in this report are the opinion of Redefine Wealth Management (“RWM”). This material
is based upon information RWM believes to be reliable. The information provided, while not guaranteed as to
accuracy or completeness, has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, and is subject to change
without notice and may or may not be updated. RWM does not accept any responsibility to update any opinion,
analyses or other information contained in the material. This material is for your general information only and is
not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. You should not consider the contents of this report as
financial or other advice.
It is RWM’s policy to have written investment advisory agreements. An investment advisory relationship between
RWM and any entity or person will commence upon execution of the advisory agreement. RWM will not provide
advice or enter into an advisory relationship until a written advisory contract is signed by the client.
Past Performance is No Guarantee of Future Results.

